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Dismembered

Includes Killer's Gruesome Confession! "She had beautiful legs. I wanted to keep those legs."
One by one, investigators found the women's bodies. Each one carefully posed. Each one
brutally mutilated. An arm here. A leg there. A breast, nipples, a tattoo. The killer was cutting his
victims to pieces. . . "At that point, I pretty much went for the head." For ten years in Baton
Rouge, Louisiana, the killings went on. Women of slight stature were hunted down, bludgeoned
and strangled. And what the killer did with their bodies in the privacy of his car, his home, his
kitchen, and his shower-was beyond anything police could imagine. "I was pure evil." When
investigators finally caught mild-mannered, Star Trek fan Sean Vincent Gillis, he couldn't wait to
tell his story. In the presence of shocked veteran detectives, Sean told them every detail of his
killings, everything he did with the bodies. . . And he smiled the whole time. . . Includes 16
pages of shocking photographs Warning: Contains Graphic Details

Dismembered

Describes how seemingly mild-mannered Star Trek fan Sean Vincent Gillis murdered and then
dismembered women in Baton Rouge, Louisiana, for ten years, and how he was finally caught
by the authorities.

Blood Bath

They Knew He Was Out There He took his time. He watched his victims and chose carefully.
Then he struck--each attack more brutal than the last. By the time detectives arrived, all they
found were gruesome crime scenes of bloodied, brutalized bodies. . . They Knew He Would
Strike Again For more than ten years in South Louisiana the killings went on. Task forces were
formed. The killer even spent time in jail. But that wouldn't stop the bloodshed. One victim was
stabbed with a screwdriver 83 times. . . But They Couldn't Stop Him--Until Was Too Late He
was a father. A husband. A co-worker. And a killer. Derrick Todd Lee was ultimately convicted
of two savage murders and tied to at least seven more. From the slender trace of DNA that
finally nabbed him to the courageous prosecutors who took him down in court, this is the
shocking story of a homicidal maniac hiding in plain sight--and an evil that could never be
washed away. . . Includes 16 pages of shocking photographs Previously published as I've Been
Watching You Susan D. Mustafa is the executive editor of Southeast News in Baton Rouge,
Louisiana. She is the award-winning co-author of No Such Thing as Impossible--From Adversity
to Triumph, written with Jairo Álvarez Botero, and a freelance journalist for a variety of
magazines throughout the South. Tony Clayton was the special prosecutor of the South
Louisiana Serial Killer in the Geralyn DeSoto case. He currently serves as assistant district
attorney for West Baton Rouge Parish. His career has included posts as a special prosecutor,
district court judge, assistant district attorney and instructor of pre-law at Southern University.
Sue Israel has more than twenty years of writing and editing experience and currently serves as
the public information officer for the Office of the Commissioner in the state of Louisiana's
I've Been Watching You - The South Louisiana Serial Killer

“Rigor mortis had set in by the time police arrived,” Special Prosecutor Tony Clayton told the jury, watching their eyes as they viewed the photograph of the bloodied arm of Geralyn Barr DeSoto. Geralyn’s clenched fist, frozen in death away from her body, held her secret. “Geralyn was trying to tell us something. She was telling us how hard she fought. She was telling us who her killer is. ‘Right here,’ she said. ‘Right here I have the killer. Just open my hand. Just open my hand, and you’ll know who did it to me.’” Two months later: “Charlotte Murray Pace fought from one room of that apartment to the other,” Prosecutor John Sinquefield told jurors as they blinked tears away. “She clawed, she hit, she fought. As her young, strong heart pumped its last blood out of the holes he cut out of her, she fought. And in the fight, he took her life, her body. But he could not take her honor. She preserved her honor by the way she lived and the way she died. That fight is not over, ladies and gentlemen of the jury. Charlotte Murray Pace has brought her fight to you.” These crimes are vividly depicted in this first comprehensive book about Derrick Todd Lee. I've Been Watching You—The South Louisiana Serial Killer dramatically tells the story of Lee’s life and follows the timeline of his reign of terror over South Louisiana. Readers will become intimately acquainted with the seven victims who have been linked to Lee by DNA, along with the frustrated investigators who could not catch this diabolical killer. This recounting also details the murders of ten other women who were not connected by DNA, but whom these authors believe should be included on the list of Lee’s victims due to strong circumstantial evidence. There are many unanswered questions regarding these series of killings. How did Lee find his victims, and why did he choose them? Why didn’t the Multi-Agency Homicide Task Force believe he was the killer when his name was brought repeatedly to its attention? What evil possessed him to rape and murder so many women? All of these questions are answered as I've Been Watching You journeys for more than a decade through the small towns and swamps of South Louisiana to create a graphic accounting of Lee’s vicious rapes and homicides. I’ve Been Watching You vividly paints the portrait of this monster and the beautiful women who died as a result of his twisted compulsion to kill.

The Most Dangerous Animal of All

An explosive and historic book of true crime and an emotionally powerful and revelatory memoir of a man whose ten-year search for his biological father leads to a chilling discovery: His father is one of the most notorious—and still at large—serial killers.

Shake the Devil Off - A True Story of the Murder that Rocked New Orleans

Documents the sensational murder of bartender Addie Hall by suicide victim Zackery Bowen, an Iraq veteran whose relationship with Addie had caused them to be featured by news outlets as symbolic of the New Orleans spirit, in an account that features the author's investigation into Bowen's motivations. Reprint.
Killer Twins

The chilling true story of the Spahalski brothers, who looked alike, acted alike—and killed alike . . . Robert Bruce Spahalski and Stephen Spahalski were identical twins. Same hair, same eyes, same thirst for blood. Stephen was the first brother to kill—by viciously bashing in storeowner Ronald Ripley’s head with a hammer. Unlike Stephen, Robert didn’t stop with just one victim. With the cord of an iron, Robert strangled prostitute Morraine Armstrong during sex. With his bare hands, he choked his girlfriend Adrian Berger. He brutally bludgeoned to death businessman Charles Grande. Even his friend Vivian Irizarry didn’t escape his lurid killing spree. Robert ultimately confessed to the four murders in vivid detail. But police suspected there were many more. The twins’ twisted story became even more bizarre as the true nature of their sick psyches came to light. In Killer Twins, through extensive interviews, Michael Benson reveals for the first time the horrific details of Robert Spahalski’s life and crimes in a disturbing look at the inner workings of a homicidal mind.

Rock Bottom and Back

Rock Bottom and Back: From Desperation to Inspiration depicts the incredible lives of twenty-two people who hit rock bottom and then came back from profound despair to help others in extraordinary ways. Written by New York Times bestselling author Susan Mustafa with Earl B. Heard, Rock Bottom and Back exemplifies the trials that many of us experience on our journey through life. Featuring celebrities as well as ordinary people, Rock Bottom and Back reveals the tragedy of reaching bottom through loss, trauma, alcoholism, and drug, sex, and gambling addictions. This compilation provides inspiration and hope by illustrating that recovery and success are possible through living in service to others.

The World Encyclopedia of Serial Killers, Volume Four T–Z

The 4th volume of this comprehensive work features hundreds of serial killers from Sacramento to Soviet Russia—plus numerous unsolved cases. The World Encyclopedia of Serial Killers is the most complete reference guide on the subject, featuring more than 1,600 entries about the lives and crimes of serial killers from around the world. Defined by the FBI as a person who murders three or more people with a hiatus of weeks or months between murders, the serial killer has presented unique and terrifying challenges to have walked among us since the dawn of time—a fact this extensive record makes chillingly clear. The series concludes with Volume Four, T–Z. Entries include the Terminator Anatoly Yuriyovych Onoprienko; Trailside Killer David Joseph Carpenter; Vampire of Sacramento Richard Trenton Chase; and the Voroshilovgrad Maniac Zaven Almazyan; plus the unsolved cases of the Adelaide Child Murders; the Axeman of New Orleans; the Chillicothe Killer; the Dead Women of Juarez; the Korea Frog Boy Murders; and the Volga Maniac.

The Encyclopedia of Unsolved Crimes

Over 800 entries examine the facts, evidence, and leading theories of a variety of unsolved
murders, robberies, kidnappings, serial killings, disappearances, and other crimes.